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Abstract  

Aim: To compare and study the novel AdaBoost algorithm (NABA) and Random Forest algorithm for text wise 

toxic speech prediction for the purpose of enhanced accuracy of real-time voice detection.  

Materials and Methods: The novel AdaBoost algorithm (N= 10) and Random Forest algorithm (N=10) 

methods are simulated by varying the NABA and random forest parameters to increase the pH. With the help of 

Gpower (80%) for two groups, the sample size is calculated as 20 samples per group for text analysis.  

Results and Discussion: Based on obtained results NABA has significantly better accuracy (95.69%) compared 

to Random forest accuracy (80.33%). The statistical significance difference between AdaBoost and Random 

Forest was found to be  p=0.129 (p<0.05) independent sample T-test value states that the groups are statistically 

insignificant.  

Conclusion: AdaBoost algorithm produces better results in predicting toxic speech to improve accuracy 

percentage than the random forest algorithm. 

Keywords: Speech Detection, Machine Learning, Novel AdaBoost, Convolutional Neural Network, Text 

Analytics, Feature Selection Algorithm 
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1. Introduction 

In this research work, the Machine learning model 

had a great impact on Toxic speech prediction, 

which can predict values of present voice detection 

by working on the values that are already recorded 

(Alshalan et al. 2020). Feature selection algorithm 

for a toxic speech prediction is a trading platform 

where different people riot the internet society by 

their offensive speech (Ferri 2009). Prediction of 

toxic speech trends is taken into account as a 

crucial task and is of great attention as predicting 

toxic speech with supervised learning in success 

might result in engaging peace by making correct 

choices (Verma and Mohapatra, n.d.; Gonnet and 

Scholl, n.d.))(Verma and Mohapatra, n.d.; Gonnet 

and Scholl, n.d.)). toxic speech predictions are 

frequently used in social media for convolutional 

neural networks. (Gonnet and Scholl, n.d.) It has 

continually been a warm spot for online users and 

influencers to comprehend the alternate regularity 

of the internet usage by toxic speech and expect its 

trend in feature Selection Algorithm.Applications 

of hate speech detection are to reduce the toxicity 

in the social platform for inner peace and a friendly 

environment 

In a research gap over the last 5 years, 

more than 65 papers have been published on 

ScienceDirect and google scholar on toxic speech 

predictions, which have major use cases in social 

media platforms and convolutional neural 

networks. A comparative gets text analytics 

predicting the speech can lead to profit in Feature 

Selection Algorithm (Nabipour et al. 2020). In this 

article (Mozafari, Farahbakhsh, and Crespi 2020) 

analysis of Random forest and NABA algorithm 

are implemented with the help of Applications for 

hate speech detection to reduce the toxicity in the 

social platform for inner peace and friendly 

environment experimental approach and also 

exhibited high-efficiency. This article (A. Ghosh et 

al., n.d.; S. Ghosh et al. 2021) presents the 

comparative analysis of the accuracy control of the 

novel AdaBoost Algorithm (NABA) using 

conventional controllers like speech prediction 

controllers and toxic speech detection (TSD) with 

text analytics. A novel method for NABA 

efficiency improvement using random forest 

algorithms and Toxic speed control is shown 

effectively. Our group has vast experience in 

various projects across numerous disciplines 

(Rivera and De Dios Santos Rivera 2020) 

Our institution is keen on working on latest 

research trends and has extensive knowledge and 

research experience which resulted in quality 

publications (Rinesh et al. 2022; Sundararaman et 

al. 2022; Mohanavel et al. 2022; Ram et al. 2022; 

Dinesh Kumar et al. 2022; Vijayalakshmi et al. 

2022; Sudhan et al. 2022; Kumar et al. 2022; 

Sathish et al. 2022; Mahesh et al. 2022; Yaashikaa 

et al. 2022). In a previous study the increase in 

efficiency of the text analytics SVM algorithm with 

toxic speech prediction was not properly 

considered to increase accuracy. The main aim of 

overcoming this issue is a novel Adaboost 

algorithm to improve the log loss rate of toxic 

speech prediction (Yin and Zubiaga 2021);(Reddy 

and Usha 2019). 

 

2. Methods and Materials 

 

This novel research work was carried out in the 

Machine Learning laboratory lab at Saveetha 

School of Engineering, Saveetha Institute of 

Medical and Technical Sciences, Chennai. Using 

the G Power application, The sample size has been 

calculated by comparing both controllers in 

Supervised learning. The samples were separated 

into two groups for comparing the process and their 

result. In an individual group, 10 sets of samples 

and 20 samples in total are selected for this work. 

The pre-test power value is calculated using G-

Power 3.1 software for convolutional neural 

networks (G power parameters: power=0.80, 

α=0.05). Two algorithms (NABA and random 

forest algorithm) are implemented using Technical 

Analysis software. In this research, no human and 

animal samples were used, so no ethical approval is 

required (A. Ghosh et al., n.d.). 

 

Adaboost Algorithm 

Adaptive Boosting, or AdaBoost, majorly used as 

an Ensemble Method in Machine Learning as a 

boosting approach. Since the weights are re-

allocated to each instance, with higher weights 

awarded to improperly identified examples, it is 

called Adaptive Boosting. It's used to boost the 

effectiveness of almost any machine learning 

model. It works well with students who are 

struggling. On a text analytics classification task, 

these are models that reach accuracy just above 

random chance. Decision trees with one level are 

the most suitable and hence most commonly used 

algorithm with AdaBoost. Both classification and 

regression issues can be solved with AdaBoost 

algorithms. 

 

Random Forest Algorithm 
One renowned supervised machine learning 

algorithm is RFA (Random forest algorithm). 

Random forest is used for both regression and 

classification which is given in equation (2). 

Random forest computation creates decision trees 

based on information testing, then gathers 

expectations from each one and determines the 

optimum arrangement by voting. It is a better 

option than a single choice tree since it reduces the 

complications of the result using equation (1). 

Random Forest algorithm pseudo-code. 

MSE = 1/N (fi -yi)2  —> equation (1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/KdAv
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/AgwL
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uDqA+Pxwm
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uDqA+Pxwm
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uDqA+JGKy
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uDqA+JGKy
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/JGKy
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/kUUN
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/Qqjl
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/bQKa+T84o
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/bQKa+T84o
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/gAmm
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/42eoc+hAKog+YVUAl+baUy1+I7pHJ+hWEdx+IWDLJ+PLsWw+07szx+0XK2T+qk5aJ
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uPHU
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uoCT
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/uoCT
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/bQKa
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Here,   MSE = Mean squared error, 

N = Number of data points recorded, 

fi = The model’s return value, 

yi = The i data point’s actual value, 

 

Accuracy for AdaBoost  and Random Forest 

algorithms was calculated based on the equation 

using Feature Selection Algorithm: 

 

To calculate Accuracy, we use the formula TP + 

TN / TP +TN + FP + FN —> equation (2)                                                                              

Here,   TP = Total number of true positives,  

TN = Total number of false negatives, 

FN = Total number of true negatives, 

FP = Total number of false positives, 

 

The computer was equipped with an Intel Core i3 

processor and 8GB of RAM. The system had a 64-

bit operating system, an x64-based processor, and a 

256-gigabyte SSD. The operating system is 

Windows 10, and the tool was Google Colab, which 

employed the Python programming language.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

In this research, statistical analysis of NABA and 

Random Forest algorithm-based methods are done 

using SPSS software. The independent variable is 

NABA accuracy, reduced toxic speech, and social 

norms, and the dependent variable is toxic 

comments, vulgar words, hatred, and mental health 

depression(Alshalan et al. 2020). The accuracy of 

the NABA is calculated using separate T-test 

analyses for both approaches. 

 

3. Results 

 

Table 1. shows the simulation result of the 

proposed algorithm AdaBoost and the existing 

system random forest which was executed at 

different intervals for a sample size of 10 using the 

google colab environment. From Table 1 it can be 

seen that the average accuracy of the NABA 

algorithm is 95.69% and the Random forest 

algorithm was 80.33%.  

Table 2. represents the T-test comparison along 

with the Mean, Standard Deviation, and Standard 

Error Mean of both the NABA algorithm and the 

random forest algorithm. All the values among the 

study groups were calculated by taking an 

independent variable T-test using Feature Selection 

Algorithm. The LABA algorithm produces a 

significant difference from the RFA (random forest 

algorithm) with a P-value = 0.129 and effect size = 

1.414. 

Table 3. represents the Mean of the LSTM 

algorithm which is better compared with the 

random forest algorithm with a standard deviation 

of 0.22638 and 0.14062 respectively. From the 

results, the NABA algorithm (95.69%) gives better 

accuracy than the random forest algorithm 

(80.33%). Figure 1 gives the comparison chart of 

NABA of RFA (random forest algorithms) in terms 

of mean and accuracy with help of the Feature 

Selection Algorithm in a convolutional neural 

network. It can be observed that the NABA 

algorithm’s mean accuracy is better than the 

Random forest. The error difference between the 

NABA algorithm (.07159) and the random forest 

algorithm (.04447) is shown in Figure 1. 

 

4. Discussion 

 

Consolidated results Based on obtained results 

NABA has significantly better accuracy (95.69%) 

compared to random forest accuracy (80.33%). 

Statistical significance difference between 

AdaBoost and Random Forest  of single-tailed  was 

found to be  0.129 (p<0.05) the Independent sample 

T-test value states that the results in the study are 

significantly not achieved. LABA and random 

forest algorithms are implemented and compared 

for toxic speech prediction to improve the accuracy 

of toxic speech. From the derived results, it is 

evident that the RFA (random forest algorithm) 

gives increased accuracy results compared to the 

LABA algorithm. 

Proposed LABA algorithm for predicting 

toxic speech of selected social platforms by 

comparing the daily toxic speech movement in 

various sectors. (Raza 2017) implemented six 

machine learning techniques i.e., ANN, MLP, 

RBF, SVM, Decision Tree, and Naive Bayes and 

by  comparing them concluded that MLP works 

better with an accuracy of 77%. Major research 

contribution supports Implementation and 

comparative analysis of random forest algorithms 

to optimize toxic speech of LABA drive with 

reduced efficiency improvement. Even though few 

articles listed the disadvantages of the proposed 

random forest algorithm. (Gagliardone et al. 2015) 

Furthermore, the random forest algorithm is not 

suitable for improving the accuracy of toxic speech 

prediction(Gupta et al., n.d.).  

From the above discussion, only a few 

articles ensure that they provide better performance 

than the proposed LABA and random forest 

algorithm for improving the accuracy of toxic 

speech  prediction. Also, there is no hidden or 

additional cost involved in the present price 

prediction model, so it received great support in the 

community in recent years (Cinelli et al. 2021). So, 

we can infer that the proposed LABA and random 

forest algorithm can be used to improve the 

accuracy of  Speech prediction by regulating toxic 

speech (Gagliardone et al. 2015). Toxic speech 

prediction has limited speech prediction ability 

based on future text significant profit which makes 

better speech prediction in the future. Machine  

Learning algorithms can address future toxic 

speech prediction (Marinšek 2019).  

https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/KdAv
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/s6YRF
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/Pl5g
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/xOiW0
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/ZE5e
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/Pl5g
https://paperpile.com/c/iF8X4a/qNJy
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5. Conclusion 
 

The work involves the AdaBoost algorithm to find 

the toxic speech prediction with better proven 

accuracy of 95.69% in comparison to Random 

Forest accuracy is 80.33% for predicting toxic 

speech. 
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Tables and Figures 

 

Table 1. Predicted Accuracy of  market (Accuracy of AdaBoost algorithm is 95.69%  and Random forest 

algorithm is 80.33% ) 

S.No Sample_size AdaBoost algorithm accuracy in 

percentage 

Random Forest algorithm 

accuracy in percentage 

1 1 95.69 4.31 
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2 1 95.33 4.67 

3 1 95.28 4.72 

4 1 95.16 4.84 

5 1 95.55 4.45 

6 1 95.02 4.98 

7 1 95.31 4.69 

8 1 95.66 4.34 

9 1 95.42 4.58 

10 1 95.12 4.88 

 

Table 2. Values of Mean, Standard deviation and standard error mean are obtained for 20 samples by statistical 

analysis of LABA and random forest algorithm.. 

 Algorithm N Mean Std.deviation Std.Error mean 

Accuracy 

Adaboost 

algorithm 

 

Random forest 

10 

 

 

10 

 

 

 

95.3540 

 

 

4.6420 

0.22638 

 

 

0.14062 

0.07159 

 

 

0.04447 

 

Table 3. Independent sample T-test done for the two groups for significance and  standard error determination. 

P>0.05 for wet basis. 

  

Levene’s 

Test 

for Equality 

of Variances 

T-test for Equality of means 

 

95% confidence 

interval of the 

difference. 
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F Sig. t df 
Sig.(2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Differences 

Std.Error 

Differences 
lower upper 

Accuracy 

Equal 

Variances 

assumed 

2.53 

 

 

2.53 

0.129 

 

 

0.129 

-

.045 

 

 

-

.047 

18 

 

 

18 

0.621 

 

 

0.621 

-0.040 

 

 

-0.040 

0.8427 

 

 

0.8427 

-.18105 

 

 

-.17305 

0.173 

 

 

0.181 

 

Equal 

Variances 

not 

assumed 

2.53 0.129 
-

.047 
18 0.621 -0.040 0.8427 -.17305 0.18 

 

 
 

Fig.  1.  Comparison of mean Accuracy of AdaBoost(95.69%) and Random forest (80.33%) model. The 

standard deviation appears to be less in the Random process when compared to the AdaBoost  model. AdaBoost 

produces more consistent results than Random Forest. X- axis : Random forest and AdaBoost algorithms. Y-axis 

: Mean accuracy of Detection +/-1SD. 

 


